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1. Introduction.

Let P be a C°°G-principal bundle over a compact connected, oriented

Riemannian 4-manifold M and G be a compact semi-simple Lie group. The

moduli space of all anti-self-dualYang-Mills connections on P carries a finite

dimensional space structure. As is well known, this moduli space is an effective

toolin studying low dimensional topology and complex manifold theory ([4], [5]).

We shall investigate in this paper certain finitedimensional vector bundles,

so called 'index bundles',over the moduli space, and then develop their geometry

from the viewpoint of metrics, connections and also of curvature.

The motivation of this paper is to make a 'gauge theoretical'study of the

following conjecture which may be verifiable by algebro-geometrical methods:

"if the base manifold M is a Kahler surface with an ample line bundle, then

the moduli space admits a holomorphic vector bundle of positive firstChern

class".

This conjecture is also mentioned in Proposition 12, [6] not over the moduli

space, but over the set of holomorphic connections.

A Yang-Mills connection is defined as a connection which is stationary under

the variation of the Yang-Mills functional. However, any connection is by

definitiona firstorder differentialoperator of special sort, namely a covariant

differentiation.

In fact, each connection A on P gives rise to a covariant derivative VA on

any associated C°°vector bundle E.

Here, we suppose that there exists another real (or complex) C°°vector

bundle V over M with an ellipticoperator S)＼r＼V)-*r＼V), where F＼V) are

spaces of sections of certain vector bundles associated with V.

The bundle V is for example a holomorphic vector bundle, and 2> is the

operator associated with the twisted Dolbeault complex
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S 5 3

―> Q°-P(V)―> Q°'P+1(V)―> ,

namely,

Another example is the Dirac operator defined on the spinor bundles S; $: F(S)

->ns＼

On the tensor product bundle V<S)E we get a family of ellipticoperators

3)A＼r＼VRE)^>rz(VRE) by coupling 3) with connections A.

Obviously Ker 3)A and Coker 3)A are finitedimensional, and from the Atiyah-

Singer index theorem the difference of their dimensions, 'the numerical index'

n-index(.2)a),is independent of a choice of connection.

We move the connection A in the space J. of connections on P to obtain

a family of formal differences of vector spaces lndWji~{lndWA; A<= J.}, where

Ind 3)A=(Ker WA)―(Coker 3)A). Since the group Q of gauge transformations of

P acts equivariantly on operators S)A,Ind^ can be regarded as an element of

the iT-theoreticalgroup K(£B),where <B=J./Q is the space of gauge equivalence

classes of connections on P.

Thus, we can discuss such virtual vector bundles over the infinite dimen-

sional Banach manifold B, and also over a specificfinite dimensional subspace

of &, the moduli space M of anti-self-dualconnections on P. Since & is not

compact, one has to pay attention to apply the index theorem for family to 3$.

The following is known with respect to the index bundles. The index

formula for a family IndtL of Dirac operators $ coupled with connections A

gives the Chern character formula in an integral form as ch(Ind$j)=＼ a(M)ch(£),

where a(M) is the characteristicform of the spinor bundle so that the integral

＼a(M) is the ^L-genus and S is the vector bundle associated to the Poincare
JM
bundle P over MX5 (see [2], for details). Therefore, the Chern forms are

computable in principle.

On the other hand, detInd^=(Aa(Ker^))0(A6(Coker^))*, where a ―

dim Ker.04, 6=dimCoker^)A, defines a proper line bundle ([3], [15]). Bismut

and Freed applied Quillen's superconnection formalism and also the heat equation

method to get a Hermitian connection and compute the curvature of the deter-

minant bundle detlnd£>^ ([3], see also [6], [15]).

Their method is analytical. Here, we present a method which is simple

and accessible in the case of vanishing CokeriD^. Namely, we keep the view-

point that the natural projection Ji-+£Bdefines a principal bundle structure with

infinitedimensional structure group Q, and further inherits a natural connection.
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Regarding Ind^j over <B as a (virtual) subbundle of a certain Hilbert space

vector bundle associated with the bundle J.-+3), we restrict the connection to

＼qA0ji. This defines not only a connection but also a second fundamental

form. Therefore the vector bundle version of the Gauss equation in the curva-

ture is available and is summarized in the following theorem (see Propositions

2.1 and 3.1).

Theorem 1. (i) There is a family of gauge equivariant ellipticoperators

3>a＼r＼VRE)->r＼VRE) parametrized by A^JL, (ii)if Coker5)A=0 for all A,

then lnd@ji={K.er&)A; A^Jl} defines a C°°vector bundle over <B, the space of

gauge equivalence classes of connections,(iii)the natural projection J.^3 is a

fibration with structure group Q/Z. It is equipped with a natural connection a>

which induces a connection D on the associatedHilbert vector bundle JixqiZF 1{V<^E}

and a connection D on the subbundle Ind 3)jitogether with the second fundamental

form a, and (iv) for the curvature forms Q and Q of D and D the Gauss equation

holds

The main resultswhich can be derived from the above Gauss equation are

stated as follows.

Theorem 2. Let P be a principal bundle with compact semi-simple structre

group G over a compact Kdhler surface M. Let V be a Hermitian vector bundle

with an Einstein-Hermitian connection 7 (see (7.1) in % 7 for the definition). For

the ellipticoperator 3); Q1(V)-*(Q°RQ%)(V) associated with the connection 7 we

assume that Coker^Dx=0 for all anti-self-dualconnections A on P. Then (i) the

complexification of the index bundle Ind.£> d̂ecomposes as

(Ind ^)c=(Ind Wj)1-°0(lndWj)°-l

with respect to the almost complex structure defined on M, and (ii)when (Ind^)^)c

is restricted to the moduli space 31 of generic anti-self-dualconnectionson P, the

curvature from Q of the induced connection D on (Ind^Dj)1-0(or (Ind-g)^)0-1)has

type (1, 1).

The vanishing of the (0, 2)-part of the curvature form gives the integrability

of the holomorphic structure, and the complex vector bundles (Ind^)1-0 and

(Ind-S)^)0-1inherit a holomorphic vector bundle structure such that a section s

is holomorphic if and only if D°-ls=0.

Remark that all holomorphic line bundles over a compact Kahler surface

admit a Hermitian fibre metric with an Einstein-Hermitian connection.
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For these holomorphic vector bundles (indWji)1-0 and (Ind^)j)01 one can ask

then how their firstChern class can be calculated.

The first Chern class is represented by the Ricci form up to a universal

constant. The Ricci form is the trace of the curvature endomorphism. So,

we establish the Ricci form formula by applying the Gauss equation as stated

in Theorem 6.1. Namely, the Ricci form 0 of the index bundle (Ind^)1>0

restricted to the moduli space
<3A

can be expressed in terms of the second

fundamental form and the ambient space curvature term 0.

On the other hand, to a principal bundle P over a 4-manifold with a

compact, semi-simple group G we associate the so-called Poincare bundle P

over MxB with group G which is universal in the sense of deformations of

the bundle P ([2]). As is seen in §2, by pulling back the natural connection

<y on the bundle Jt-*<B to P, we get a connection A on it which is the one

defined by Atiyah and Singer ([2]).

Theorem 3. Let P be a principal bundle over a compact Kdhler surface

with structure group G, and P the Poincare bundle defined over MXJ. We

restrictP to MXM, where M is the moduli space of generic anti-self-dual con-

nections on P. Then the curvature form of the connection A is of type (1,1) so

that A defines a holomorphic structure on any complex vector bundle associated

nvith P―vMv SW

For the discussion of this theorem, see §2 and Proposition 5.2.

Another application of the Gauss equation on the curvature is to derive the

curvature formula for the Riemannian structure defined on the moduli space 31

of generic anti-self-dual connections. Although the curvature formula is

obtained in [10] by tedious calculation, we obtain it here in a transparent

manner by making use of the Gauss equation (Theorem 4.3).

In the finalsection the vanishing criterion on Coker^x is discussed in the

case where M is a Kahler surface and V is an Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle.

We prove the following vanishing theorem

Theorem 4. Let P be a principal bundle over a compact Kahler surface

(M, h) as before and E an associated complex vector bundle. Let V be a

Hermitian vector bundle with an Einstein-Hermitian connection 7 for the Einstein

constant X― 4tt
vol(M)

＼
Ci(F)/rank(F)Ao>ft. Then Coker 3)A vanishes for each anti-

self-dual connection A on P provided the following two conditions are satisfied

(i) ^<minfO, ―sV where s is the scalar curvature of the metric h and
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(ii) for the Laplace operator A^=-]>]/iiJVjVj acting on Q°(V<g)E)

Ker(A^+^id)nKera4=O

holds (here, dA means the (1, 0)-partialcovariant derivative).

427

2. A principal bundle with group 8.

We denote by J. the space of allirreducible connections on P. The action

of Q on J.,(g, A)^g(A)=g-1dg+g~1-A-g, defines the space & of orbits of

irreducible connections on P so that the projection J.-+B; ^4->[^4] is equipped

with a principal bundle structure. Since the stabilizerof each irreducible con-

nection is the center of the group Q, we should take the quotient group Q/Z

instead of Q in order to make the action free.

At each connection A the tangent space T AJ. splitsas a sum of vertical

and horizontal subspaces

TAJl=<VARMA.

In fact TAJ. is identified with Ql(adP) for the adjoint bundle adP, the sub-

space <=VA with lm{DA: Q°(adP)->Q＼adP)} and JCA with KerDJ, where DA is

the covariant derivative induced by A and D^ is its formal adjoint.

Since Q acts also on Qp(adP) as g(<p)=g~1'<p'g, in such a way that

Dg(;jOg(<p)=g(DA<J))holds, this splittingis 5-equivariant. The vertical subspace

is isomorphic through DA to Q＼adP), the Lie algebra of the group Q. So, we

have a distribution of horizontal subspaces which defines a connection on the

bundle d.-^-<B. Its connection form <o: Tj.-*Q°(adP) can be explicitlyexpressed

in the following way.

Proposition 2.1. (i) The principal bundle J.-^>& with group Q/Z admits

a natural connection with connection form <y given by

(2.1) (o(.a)=GA{DU), a^TAJl

where GA is the inverse of the operator D$DA; Q＼ad P)―≫42°(adP).

(ii) The curvature form £?<u=<ia>+-y[<yAG>],which is the i2°(adP)-valued 2-

form on Jl,is represented by

(2.2) Q*(X,Y)=-2GA({X,Y}),

X, FgTU]5 (＼_A]^&), where we restrict Qm to the origin of a slice S in J. at

A.

Remarks, (i) The bilinear operation {･, ･} ; Q＼adP)xQ＼adP)-+Q＼adP)
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is defined as

(2.3)
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{X,Y＼

X=^2tiXidxi, Y='2ljYjdxs. Here, (hij) is the inverse matrix of the base

Riemannian metric components (hij). Then we have D$+XY―D%Y = ―{X, Y＼,

X, Y^Q＼a.dP). (ii)For each A in JL a slice S is a subset of J. transversal

to gauge orbits and hence it gives a local coordinate neighborhood centered at

[A] in B. Actually, S is defined as {aeQ＼adP); D%a=Q, |a |<e} and the

projection restricted to S;S^>& covers a neighborhood at ＼_A] so that these

slices define a Banach (or Hilbert) manifold structure on &, and then each

tangent vector to <Bis identified with a vector in KerD^ at the corresponding

connection in S (T101. section 2).

Proof, (i) We easily see that (o(DA<]))=<p for any vertical vector DA<p.

Since the usual gauge action on J. gives the right action of the bundle J. over

&, we have (i)ecA^(Pg*a)=g(a)A(a)). Therefore the form o> is the connection

form of the connection.

(ii) Extending X and Y in TtA^=KQv D＼ to vector fields X and Y over

S, we have at [A] Q°'(X,Y)=Xo){Y)-Y(o{X), because qj(X)=q)(Y)=0. Since

Xo)(Y) is the derivative at t―Q of o)(Y) along a line At=A+tX, it equals

-GA({X, Y}).

With respect to Proposition 2.1 we should comment on the universal

connection on the Poincare bundle. In [2] Atiyah and Singer define the Poincare

bundle P, and introduce a connection A on P. The action of the gauge group

Q on the product PXJ.; (u, A)^>(g(u), g(A)) induces a bundle P=(PxJ)/G-+

Mx$=G＼P. By making use of our natural connection co on J.-^B, we can

define the connection A on P in the following way.

Since the bundle P has a local trivializing neighborhood UxS at each

(x, [i])eMxs in terms of a trivializingneighborhood U of P at x and a slice

J through [＼4], we set A to be equal to A'=A+a when restricted to

A'―A+a^S and equal to ev^O) over {x}XB, here ev* is the evaluation map

at x; i2°(adP)-≫(adP)x and (ad P)x is identified with the Lie algebra of G

through the trivializationover U.

So, we readily calculate the curvature F of A with respect to the product

space structure; F=F2'°+Fl-l+F°-2 as F2-0 is F(A), the curvature of A on

P, F1-1 is represented by Fl-＼u, X)--X{u) for (m,Z)gT(i,u])(Mx^)

(u(eTxM, JeKerW), and JF°'2-ev,(i3a')=-2ev,(G,{-( ･}).
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3. The index bundle.

Let V be a C°°vector bundle over M with a fibre metric. We suppose

that V is equipped with an ellipticoperator 3)＼r＼V)^r＼V).

For the convenience of the reader we assume that 3) is the Atiyah-Hitchin-

Singer operator;

<D=(V*, rfv.+);Q＼V)―>{Q≫@Q＼){V),

where 7* is the L2-adjoint of a metric connection 7 on V, and dVt+ is the self-

dual part of the exterior derivative dv.

We can of course consider the case of Dirac operators on the spinor bundles,

and also the case of twisted Dolbeault operators over a complex Kahler

surface.

Let £ be a vector space on which G acts through a representation p and

E the associated C°°vector bundle PxpE. Then tensoring V with E we form

a new vector bundle V<g>E. It is equipped with a family of connections 1A,

the metric connection 7 coupled to connections 7^ on E as A moves on P.

The representation p on the vector space E induces in a natural way a

representation of Q on sections of E and hence on sections of V§§E. Moreover

it induces an action on coupled connections 7'e(.A-){pBX<l>)―{ps)^'a<P),for

A^JL, <pe=Q＼V<g)E), g^Q.

Consider the firstorder ellipticoperators

^=(73, d＼);Q＼VRE) ―* (Q°RQ2+)(VRE)

parametrized by connections on P. Since each 3)A is 5-equivariant, the index

bundle Ind^={Ind^}, Ind^)4=(KeriP4)―(Coker^) is defined as an element

of K(S).

From now on, we assume Coker^)4={0} for each connection A. We will

discuss this assumption in the last section.

The index bundle is then a finite dimensional subbundle of an infinite

dimensional space bundle Q=J.Xe/Z@1(V<g)E). We define an L2-inner product

on Q＼V<S>E) thanks to the metric structures on V and E so that the Hilbert

space bundle Q is decomposed as C=Ind£)^0(Ind^)-L, where the orthogonal

complement (Ind^)1 is spanned by eigenspaces corresponding to positive

eigenvalues of the operator S)＼S)A.

Letting D be the connection on Q induced by the connection <don the bundle

Jl―><B,we have

(3.1) Bx$=Dx£+ox£
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where £is a sectionof the bundle Ind3)a and IgT[4]J so that D and a are

a connectionand the second fundamental form.

Proposition 3.1 (Gauss equation). Denote by Q and Q the curvature of D

and D, respectively,and by <･, ･> the L2-inner product on Ql(V(g)E). Then

(3.2) <Q(X, Y)£,rjy^iQiX, Y)$, y>+<0x%, orVy-(ay$, cxr}>

where $ and t] are in the fibre of Ind.2)^ at ＼_A~],and X, Y are tangent vectors

to B at ＼A＼

In the case of submanifolds this proposition can be found in any textbook

in differentialgeometry (see for example [111).

4. The second fundamental from and the curvature formula.

We restrict the bundle J.-+B to the moduli space JA of anti-self-dual

connections on P.

Before getting a formula for the second fundamental form a, we recall the

definition of an anti-self-dualconnection. A connection A on P is called anti-

self-dualif the curvature form F{A) is anti-self-dualas an ad P-valued 2-form.

The set of gauge equivalence classes of anti-self-dual connections on P are

parametrized by M, which is a subset of <B. To each irreducible anti-self-dual

connection A we associate the Atiyah-Hitchin-Singer complex

0―>Q°(adP)
DA

QHad P) ―> Q＼(adP) ―> 0

which gives information on the infinitesimal behavior of
<3A

near [A] (see [10]

for details). In fact, when the second cohomology group Hl=Ker d＼d'j[*

vanishes, by the sliceargument, the Kuranishi map 3i is locally diffeomorphic

to a ballin the firstcohomology group E＼ and the tangent space of M at ＼_A~＼

can be identified with HA.

We callan irreducible anti-self-dualconnection generic if //|={0}. In what

follows JA will mean the moduli space of 'generic' anti-self-dualconnections on

P, which turns out to be a smooth manifold.

Note that as shown by the Atiyah-Singer index theorem dimRHA is given

by

A.

the numerical index n-index(DJ, dj), which is independent of the choice of

Define now a C°°(M)-bilinearmap

Q＼adP)xQ＼VRE) ―> (Q°RQ2+)(VRE)
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by

(4.1)

for some connection A.

p(X)°d>=WA(l>-RA+x4>

p

Q
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The representation p of G on E canonically induces an infinitesimal action

of Q°(adP) on Q＼VRE). We extend this action in a natural way over

x(adP) so that we have a homomorphism p : Q＼ad P^Q1 {End (V($E)), X*-*p(X＼

Then p(X)°(pis written as

p(X)°d>=(p(X) ＼d),(p(X)A<P)+),

where

o{X)](b=Tihi'p{Xi)(}}j, X=TiXidxi, (f}=^(pjdxj
i.j

and (p(X)Ad>)+ is the self-dualpart of (p(X)A(p)=^p(Xi)(pjdxiAdxj

Proposition 4.1. The second fundamental form a has the followingform

(4.2) <rze=GA<D%p{X)o$),

X<ETLA1Jli,£eKer^)A. Here, GA denotesthe Green operatorfor 3)＼S)A.

Proof. To show (4.2) we have to know the value of the covariant deriv-

ative Dx$ for a section £ of Q-^>& locally defined at ＼_A~＼.Choose a slice S at

A in J., and denote by <W the image of S in £Bby the projection. Since the

assignment A'^S to each [i^Gf gives a section of the principal bundle

J.-+&, and hence £ can be considered as a map; S->Q＼V<g)E), by the definition

of cu we have 5x£=(-^£tlt-o+/0(<BUO)£), where we put %t=£(A+tX). Then

5x1 reduces to―5―?t|£=o,because X<GEKer£D5 and hence the value a>(X) vanishes
at

from Proposition 2.1.

Since dimKeriD^ for
^4£=^4+?Z

is independent of t,££is written as £t=

Si=ifi(Oj8*(O with respect to an orthonormal basis {j8i(0,l^i^k] of Ker^t

which depends smoothly on f. Then the value of the second fundamental form

ox%={Dx£)L reduces to Sli(0)(/3i(0))J-,where the dot indicates the differentiation

with respect to t. Moreover observing that GA{3)＼3)A)gives just the orthogonal

projection to the orthogonal complement of Ker£)A we have that it equals

Sff(0)(?A((^^)(iSi(0)).

On the other hand by differentiating(^l5)iit)j8i(0=0 at t=0, we get

(4.3) (^2)A)0i(O))+(-~ | MtiZ>4t))(j8,(0))=0,
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l£i^k. Since p=pt(Q)^Ker£)A lies in the ambient space Q＼VRE), the second

term in the right hand side of (4.3) becomes <D%(―p(X)°{}). Now (4.2) follows.

Since from Proposition 2.1 we have Q(X, Y)$=-2p(GA{X, F})£, we derive

the curvature formula from the Gauss equation.

Proposition 4.2. Let D be the naturally defined connection on the index

bundle Ind^j. Then its curvature is represented as

<Q(X, Y%, jj>=-2<p(GA{Xt Y})$, V}

(4.4) -<GAmp(X>&, GAR%p{Y)° vy>

+<GA<D*A(p(Y)°$),GA<D*A(p(X)°V)>.

We should comment on the canonical Riemannian structure defined on the

moduli space 3i of anti-self-dualconnections on P. The Riemannian structure

was defined by the crucial aid of the Kuranishi map, a map linearizing 3i and

also the Hodge theory relating the Atiyah-Hitchin-Singer deformation complex

([10]).

Also there are different definitionsof Riemannian structures and also differ-

ent ways to define the Riemannian structure. Indeed, S. Kobayashi applied in

[12] the method of submersion due to O'Neill to discuss it. But we are able

to apply in a direct way the curvature formula of the index bundle in the

trivialcase where the vector bundle V is the trivial bundle MxE and the

operator £Dis (d*, d+); Q1-^Q°^Q%, and E is the adjoint bundle ad P with the

adjoint representation as p.

In fact, since the tangent space to the moduli space 3i at ＼_A~＼is identified

with HA=Ker(D^, d$) and, since the inner product on this space defining the

Riemannian structure is the restriction of the L2-inner product on i2x(adP),

and moreover the canonically induced connection D preserves the structure, we

get, by using formulae p{X) ]Y={X, Y), {p{X)/＼Y)+=＼_Xf＼Y~＼+,the curvature

formula (Theorem 5.1 in [10]).

Theorem 4.3. At [A] the Riemannian curvature tensor is expressed by

<R(X, Y)Z, W)=-<{X, W}, GA{Z, F}>

(4.5) -2<{Z, W), GA{X, ＼}>+<{＼, W), GA{Z, X}}

+<lXAwy, GAiZAYyy-<iYAwy, gaizAxyy,

where X, Y, Z, W are tangent vectorsin TzAj3l.
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5. The holomorphic structure of the index bundle.

We assume in this section that the base 4-manifold Mis a Kahler surface.

Then the moduli space 3i of anti-self-dualconnections on P carries in a natural

way a complex manifold structure and a Kahler structure ([8], Theorem 2 and

[10], §4).

In fact, in a complex analytic way each anti-self-dualconnection A yields

a(0, l)-connection A^-^ whose curvature form F(A<0'1>)=54to'1)+-i-D4<0-1)AA^-ir_

vanishes. This (0, l)-connection induces a holomorphie structure on the com-

plexified bundle Pc. Thus we have a canonical map from the moduli space M

to the moduli space of holomorphie (0, l)-connections c5Mhoi modulo complex

gauge transformations which carries a natural complex structure so that 3i

admits a complex manifold structure through this canonical map (see [8] for

details).

On the other hand from a differentialgeometric viewpoint the base almost

complex structure /; Q1-^Q1 canonically extends to the space Q＼adP) and this

restricts well on each i/^(sKer(D$, d^))~TzA13t. Itis observed that the almost

complex structure I＼h＼coincides with the complex structure on 3A given by

cSKhoi,and the canonical Riemannian structure becomes on the complex manifold

JM a Kahler structure.

We remark that the base almost complex structure / extends also to Q＼V)

for any vector bundle V.

The firstobservation is then the following

Proposition 5.1. The curvature form Q"> of the natural connection a) on the

bundle Jl-*<B restricted to JM is of type (1, 1). Hence, any finitedimensional

complex vector bundle associated with
<J＼jh-*<31

is endowed with a holomorphic

structure compatible with the induced connection.

Remark. Choose a point x in M and consider the ^-framed moduli space

3ix, i.e., the 5-quotient of the set {(A, 0)} for the associated vector bundle E,

where A are anti-self-dualand <p<=Ex. This is a vector bundle over JA with

fibre E. Since
<MX

is associated with the bundle Jl|^->c55fand the curvature

of the induced connection is seen to be p{evx(Qa)))> the complexified framed

moduli space becomes from the proposition a holomorphic vector bundle.

Proof. At [4]e.5K, Q≫(X,Y)=-2GA{X,Y}, X,Y^TlA13i. It suffices

to show ＼Z,W}=0 for any pair of complex tangent vectors Z, W of type (1, 0)
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or of type (0, 1). Each vector of type (1, 0) (or of type (0, 1)) is a ±V―1

eigenvector of /, respectively. Furthermore, {X, IY) is given by the inner

product of an adP-valued 2-form [Xf＼Y~＼+with the base Kahler form, and

hence is symmetric with respect to real vectors X, Y (see [9], Lemma 5.3,

since this lemma also holds in any Kahler case). Thus {Z,W} vanishes.

Since the type condition on curvature is exactly the integrabilityof holomorphic

structure ([1], Theorem 5.1), the proposition follows.

Proposition 5.2. Let P be the Poincare bundle over My,JA related to a

bundle P over a Kdhler surface M. Then the connectionA has curvatureof

type(1,1),and hence any complex vector bundle associatedwith P admits a

holomorphic structurecompatiblewith theinduced connection.

The proposition follows from the expression of the curvature F of A given

in §2.

The Poincare bundle with the connection corresponds to the algebro-

geometrical notion of universal bundle which might impose interesting problem

to us ([13], [14]). We remark that if we restrictP to {x}XM, then it can

be considered as the moduli space of framed anti-self-dualconnections on P,

that is, the gauge equivalence classes of (A, u) where A is anti-self-dual and

u<=Px, the fibre of P over x.

Now, we are in a position to assert the integrability of the holomorphic

structure of the index bundle.

Theorem 5.3. Let V be a Hermitian vector bundle with an Einstein-

Hermitian connection 7 and 3)A elliptic operators coupled to connections A on

P;Ql(VRE)^(Q"@Q%)(VRE) satisfying Coker5)A={0}. Then, (i) the com-

plexificationof Ind3)j.―{KerS)A) decomposes into subbundles Ind^^° and Ind&j1

relative to the almost complex structure I on Q1(VRE), and (ii)restricted to the

subbundle IndiD^0 (or Ind^)^1) the curvature form Q is a (1, l)-form. There-

fore, Ind.2^0 (or Ind^D^1) is equipped with a holomorphic structure which is

consistentwith the induced connection D.

Remark. Quillen considers a new metric and its curvature of the deter-

minant line bundle of the index bundle over a Riemann surface associated with

operators DA-5A; Q＼E)->Q°-＼E) ([3], [6], [15]). This metric which seems to

be of interest is defined by the Ray-Singer analytic torsion. However, he

defines it only over the affine space J..
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Proof. From Propositions 3.1, 5.1 it sufficesto prove that

<az(£-V=I/£), aw(7]+V=lIV)>=0

for tangent vectors Z, W^TlA]3i and £,ryeKer^.

We firstassert the following

(5.1) oxS=GAlA{p(X) J &+I(GAlA<ip{IX) J $))-GAd+A*((p(X)A&2),

(5.2) <TxW)=-GAVA(ip(IX) J &+I(GAVA(p{X) J£))-C?^*((/>(/X)A£)2)

and

(5.3) oIX$=GAlA{p(IX) J R-HfiAlA(p{X) J &-GAdt*(<ipVX)A&)

where we set (io(Z)A|)2=(io(X)A|)2'0+(Jo(^)A?)0'2 following the splitting

i2i(g)C=i32'0c(i20c(8)a>A)ci30'2(<yftis the Kahler form).

We have indeed (p(X)A%)+=(p(X)A$)2+(p(X)A%)° with (^(JOAl)0^

^(p(Z)
J(7£)Xgto*.

So by using Proposition 4.1 we reduce the second fundamental from ax$

to (5.1) since GAd+A*((p(X)A$)°) is reduced to I(GAlA(p(X) J(/£))thanks to a

simple calculation and also the formula p(IX) J(It-)=p(X) J| holds.

The formulae (5.2)and (5.3)follow from the formula (p(X) A(I£))2=(p(IX) A|).

By making use of these formulae, we obtain

(5.4) <<?x(/a oAIv)>=<Oix£> ffirV>>

and hence

(5.5) <<r^, <jW7}>+<oz(I$), OwUy)>=0

for Z^Z-V^l/Z, W=Y-V=lIY<ETlA＼3t from which one sees that

<0"z(£―V―1/£),(T^^ + V31!/);/)) vanishes.

6. The Ricci form.

We considered in §5 the index bundle of ellipticoperators 3)A which is

associated to a Hermitian vector bundle V with an Einstein-Hermitian connection,

and mainly investigated the integrability of the holomorphic structure of the

index bundle provided that the base manifold M is Kahler.

In this section, also under the assumption that M is Kahler, we aim at

getting the Ricci form of the index bundle over the moduli space 31 of anti-

self-dual connections on P.

We recall the definition of the Ricci form of a holomorphic vector bundle.

Let F be a holomorphic vector bundle with a Hermitian fibre metric over a
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complex manifold N. Then the Ricci form 0 of F being a (1, l)-form over N

is defined by the trace of the endomorphism 6{X, Y)x; FX-^FX, xeiV, where c

is the curvature form of the fibremetric. The real 2-form -7:―7=y$ represents
Zttv―1

the firstChern class of the bundle F.

Consider now the index bundle IndiD^ over JA. We already observed that

(Ind^j)1-0 carries a holomorphic structure with the Hermitian L2-metric

(Theorem 5.3). Thus, if we let {$ifl£i^k} be an orthonormal basis of Ind3)jl

at rAl<E.<5H. then the Ricci form 0 of (Ind^)1-0 is by definition written as

0(X, Y)=Yli<e{X> Y)<pu£<>,̂ =

Y to JK at [i4].

tji―V―lIl-i)for tangent vectors X and

Denote by 0 the 2-form on the space 3$, and hence on the subset 31 defined

by Si<£(X Y)$i, ^i> for the curvature form Q of the induced connection D on

the Hilbert vector bundle Q. This 2-form is the trace of the curvature endo-

morphism Q(X, Y) restricted to Ind-SU.

Theorem 6.1. The Ricci form satisfies

(6.1) 0(Z, Z)-0(Z, Z)=-4 S {＼GAlA(p(X) J Wt))+IGAVA(p(X) j &)I2}

+2 S {IGAdt*{ip{X)/＼^12+1GAdA-*{(p{IX)A^)＼2},

where k is the rank of the index bundle Ind <Djl,ZgT[^31 and {£i} is an

orthonormal basis of Ind.SU over [A~＼.

Proof. From the Gauss equation (3.2) we have

On the other hand, the pair (X, Y) generates a gauge transformation gt =

expt(GA{X, Y＼) which preserves the L2-inner product < , . , > on Q1(VRE) so

that -<Q(X, Y)$, $}=

(6.2)

dt
<p(gt)E, p(gt)£>＼t-ois equal to zero. Hence,

<£(Xr)£,!>=0, eeflndiDjW,

Therefore, from thiswe obtain

<Q(X, Y)<j>u$i>=jV-l{<Q(X, Y)$u /&>-<£(*, Y)I$t,^>}

~V-1{<£(X, Y)$t,I$t>-<Q(X, Y)I$it&>
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Here, we use the fact Q{X, Y)I$=I(Q(X, F)£)which stems from the commut-

abiiityof the almost complex structure/ and gauge transformations.

The Ricci form is then represented as

(6.3) 0(X, Y)=V-lZi<Q(X, YKi, I&>

Therefore, we see for Z=X-V-UX<=TlfiJH that 0(Z, Z)=2V-1R(X, IX)

is given by

(6.4) 0(Z, Z)=-2^<Q(X> IX)^t, /&>

By making use of formulae (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) we can reduce the terms

<oxl%, <Tix£>-<0ixI%, <?x$> for £=£, to

-1 GAlA{p{IX) J $)-IG/7A(p(X) J $)12+1 GAd+A*(p(IX) A£)212

-＼G/7Ap(X) J &+IG/1A(p(IX) J ?)l2+|^rfr(p(^)A|)2|2

from which (6.1) follows.

7. Discussion of the condition Coker^={0}.

We will finallydiscuss a sufficientcondition for the assumption Coker^)4=

0 which was made in preceding sections.

Let (V, /) be an Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle over a compact Kahler

surface (M, h). Namely we assume that the curvature form O=y2ii,jOi,-jdziAdz'j

of the fibre metric / satisfies the Einstein-Hermitian condition with a real

(7.1)

i.j

*=47r/vol(M)[ c1(F)/r(F)A<yA

(r(T) is the rank of V and wh is the Kahler form of h).

Let P be a principal bundle over M, and ^4 be an anti-self-dual connection

on P. Then, coupling the Hermitian connection 7 on V with A yields an

ellipticoperator

S)A; Q＼VRE) ―> (Q°RQl)(VRE)
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whose adjoint S>＼maps {$, 0) to lA(j>+d+A*R in Q＼V<&E). So,

Ker$%={($, 0)<E(QoRQ2+XV(g)E);VA<t>+d+A*R=O}.

Now, investigate the equation

(7.2) V^+dJ*0=O.

Apply 75 on both sides. Then,

(7.3) 7J7^+(rfJ7Jl)**=O.

Since rfiV^ is the self-dual part of @+p(F(A)) from the Ricci formula, one can

reduce it further using the Einstein-Hermitian condition and the anti-self-dual

condition on A to
V=T

2
/lidV0ERa>h, (d^JA)*0 = V-U0° holds where 0° is

the <yft-component of 0. We get then

(7.4) 757^+V=T^0°=O.

We can apply the operator d＼ on both sides of (7.2)

(7.5) d+AlA<h+d＼d+A*(I>=Q.

Again, we apply the Einstein-Hermitian condition to the term dW^<£ to reduce

it to
-V=I

2
X6<gxoh. On the other hand, for 0=02'o+RoR<oh+$0-2, W=d+Ad+A*<P

can be written as Wz-0+W°R(i)h+W0-z where

W0->=(dAd*A+B*AdA)d>°-＼W≪=^(ltlA(l>≪)Ra)h

{dA and dA denote the partial covariant derivatives). Here, we used the fact

that 6 is of type (1, 1) and the following formula (see (2.7),(2.8)in [8])

(7.6) d+A*0=dA:R2'°+BA:0'>-*+V:-i(dARo-dAR0).

So, we get

(7.7) !*i!ARa+(-V^l)W=Q,

and also

(7.8) (dAd*A+d*AdA)<I>>-0=Q,(5Ad*A+d*AdA)R°'*=0.

Lemma (Bochnor-Weitzenbock formula). For 02-°=-012dz1Adz2^Q2-°(V^E),

we have
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(.dAdH+dlldA)0i'o=Wlsdz1Adzt,

^12=-a/iiJvjvi012+(|― x)0≫
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(7i and Vj are covariant derivativesin the i- and j-directions,respectively,and s

denotes the scalar curvature of the metric h).

Proof. This is proved by a straightforward calculation in the same

manner as the proof of [7], Lemma 3.3.

Thus, if the Einstein constant X satisfies^<-~-, then

{0*-°<EQ*'XvRE);(dAd*i+didA)<P2-<>=o}={O},

Now, return to the equations (7.4) and (7.7). Set <p=0―V:zI0o. Then

(7.10) lfJA<b=M.

Assume that 2.<m'm(o ■yj. This is possible only when <p―0, that is 0

V-10° in Q＼VRE). Therefore, the equation V^+dJi*(0o(g)<yft)=O becomes

dA6=0 so that from (7.10) <h must further satisfy

(7.11) A20=-ty, A2=-2/ii/7,77

Thus we obtain the following vanishing criterion.

Theorem 7.2. Let (M, h) be a compact complex Kdhler surface and P be a

principal bundle over M with an associated complex vector bundle E. Let (V, f)

be an Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle over M with Einstein constant L

Assume that 21 is negative and less than the scalar curvature s of the metric

h. If, for any connection 1A on V(g)E, the Hermitian connection 1 on V coupled

to an anti-self-dualconnection A on P, the Laplace operator A^= ―S/z°'7j7j

acting on Q＼V0E) satisfies

(7.12) KeT(A'i+Xid)nKerdA={0＼,

then Ker <D% which is isomorphic to Coker.2)^, vanishes for each [y4] in
<3t.

Since the bundle V<g)E carries a holomorphic structure induced by the

connection 7^, by taking its conjugate in the complex vector space Qa{V§Z)E),

(7.12) is equivalent to that the space of holomorphic sections <p of V(g)E

satisfying A'A(p+X<p―O reduces to {0}.

Suppose now that there is an ample holomorphic line bundle L over M as

mentioned in the conjecture made in §1. Then, as is easily shown, L carries
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an Einstein-Hermitian fibre metric with positive constant L The &-fold tensor

product of the dual of L has constant ―kX. So, from this theorem, for a

sufficientlylarge k 3)A; Q1(L-kRE)^(Q°RQ%)(L-kRE) has trivial cokernel if

and only if {<j)^Q＼L-kRE); dA$=R, A'A$=-J($} vanishes.

Remarks, (i) We can relax the Einstein-Hermitian condition on a vector

bundle V in theorem 7.2. In fact, the condition on the value 1 can be replaced

by the following weaker condition; the curvature 6 of the Hermitian connection 7

satisfiesthat trh0=^hij6ij is negative definiteand less than -^idK in the sense

of the trace norm of End(V).

(ii) The condition on KerCA^+ylid) in the theorem, which says that ―1 is

not an eigenvalue of the Laplace operator A£, can be eliminated when we con-

sider the case of ellipticoperators S)A associated with the Dolbeault complex

Added in proof. After preparing this paper, in the paper 'Poincare Bundle

and Chern Classes' the author establishes the following theorem from which

the conjecture stated in §1 is then affirmatively solved: Let (M, h) be a compact

Hodge surface and P a principal bundle over M. Then, the moduli space of

anti-self-dualconnections on P can be endowed with a holomorphic line bundle

of positive firstChern class.
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